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Winter Warning
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Welcome to our latest
newsletter. We aim to update
our valued partners and the
workplace (generally) about
issues that face our industry;
drugs and alcohol in the
workplace. We highlight the
latest trends, what concerns
are filtering through to
the shop floor, and help to
educate those who strive
for a safer and harm free
workplace.

As the clouds gather and the wet weather settles in, so will the incidents of

overuse of Codeine based drugs. Whilst some people consider Codeine to be a
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harmless over-the counter pain killer or cold medication, this is about to change.
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Across
Australia, governments are legislating against the accessibility of this
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potentially
dangerous medication. Codeine is found in products such as Codral
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Cold
and Flu, Nurofen Plus, Panadeine and so many other ‘winter’ drugs: medicines
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taken
more in winter months due to colds and flu. If taken at the recommended
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dosage, Codeine should not be an issue however, if abused or, which is often the
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case,
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triples up their dosage, then serious side effects
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may
occur. It is well known that some people tend to over use their medications
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the misbelief they will get better quicker. This over usage may cause side effects
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that could make it dangerous to operate machinery or drive, particularly heavy
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transporters. Additionally, taxi drivers (who work long shifts) can face the same
problem. Indeed, anyone who is required to drive.
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Integrity Sampling P/L is Australia
wide, with 130 staff and technicians.
We are Australia’s leading drug and
alcohol testing company. We service the
transport, warehousing, manufacturing,
building, construction, logistics, aviation,
marine, mining, forestry, automotive
and allied industries, performing in
excess of 50,000 tests annually.
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The side effects to excessive Codeine use are not dissimilar to those
experienced by heroin users. After all, Codeine is a derivative of the opium
95

poppy, which is where heroin comes from. Therefore, if an employee over uses
Codeine,
they could easily fail a random drug test. Whilst this can be explained
7
by an employee, their behaviour and ability to undertake daily tasks will almost

There has been a concentration of late
in the media and workplace on the issue
of Codeine; what harms it can cause,
and how knowledge into this type of
medicine is a bit vague. This month we
help you better understand Codeine,

5
certainly
be affected. And that’s the worry!
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Classic side effects for Codeine affected employees are: drowsiness,apathy,
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decreased appetite, lack of interest in work, moodiness, agitation, etc.

Stable

Physical attributes that may assist to identify an employee under the effectsHealthy
of

Lifestyle

Codeine are: dizziness, fainting, nausea,Intention
twitching, erratic
Active behaviour,
to change

inability to concentrate, memory loss, etc.

what it is used for and why it can be
harmful.
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Change

Awareness

It is important that if an employee admits
to isongoing
use of Codeine, that they
there
a

problem
are referred to a doctor or drug counsellor
who will explain the ramifications of
Return

Drug & The real concern is an
long term abuse of Codeine.
who has become
toemployee
old

addicted to

Alcohol
misuse
Codeine and
hides
Addiction

behaviours
their addiction whilst
operating machinery or

driving. We highly recommend the people at First Step - Bryan Ambrosius on
(03) 9537 3177.

Positive results for codeine during
winter months 2013-15

Codeine proves a headache to management
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The attached graph shows an alarming increase in Codeine detected in the workplace,
in Victoria, by Integrity Sampling. The graph is based on the past three years. In June

2013

2013 Integrity Sampling detected four positives to Codeine based drugs. However

2014

by June 2014 this increased to fourteen positives. We expect this figure to be even

2015

higher
by June
this year, given
that we
have
already had
Q:
CAN
SOMEONE
TELL
ME
WHAT
ICEfifteen
IS? positives to Codeine for

14
10

the month of May.

It’s the most discussed drug at the moment, it’s everywhere. Let’s keep it simple, ICE is another form of ‘Speed’,
6 it’s a man 6made drug,
created by mixing certain chemicals. The trouble is ICE is far more pure (potent) than ‘Speed’. That’s the reason why ICE is so dangerous.
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A pain specialist, Dr Michael Vagg stated in the media recently; “…30% of people do not
:HDVNHGWKHUHWLUHG+HDG&KHPLVWRIWKH)RUHQVLF6FLHQFH/DERUDWRU\WRRHUDGHVFULSWLRQ0LNH3HUNDOVD\V“ICE
is the street name for

havemethylamphetamine
the right enzymes in
their liver toItprocess
pure
hydrochloride.
is in the codeine…”
form of relatively large colourless crystals having the appearance of small ice crystals hence

2 Prior to the early 2000’s old style
the
name.Neild
It is used
a number
of waysgroup;
such as“…people
orally, snorting
(inhaling
the nose), smoking or injecting.
Dr Rose
told in
a recent
Scientific
who are
usingthrough
over-the-counter
VSHHGZDVGLOXWHGZLWKVXJDUVDQGRURWKHUDGGLWLYHVWRDERXWRIWKHSRWHQF\RIȆΖ&(ȇWKHUHIRUHKDYLQJOHVVRIWKHHHFWVDQGVLGHHHFWV
codeine in large amounts may not actually present for help until perhaps they’ve had
Overdosing
noweffect…”
is therefore more likely”.
some adverse

The point in this awareness letter is to alert management to the harms of Codeine,
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especially at a time when the real noise on drugs in the workplace is usually focused

is required to operate machinery, drive a transport or motor car or make

April

June

May

OCCUPATION DETECTED USING ALCOHOL
AND OTHER DRUGS(AOD)

on alcohol and ICE, or amphetamine based drugs.

GHFLVLRQVWKDWDHFWWKHZHOOEHLQJRIRWKHUV:HDVNHGDIRUPHU'HWHFWLYH
from the Victoria Police Drug Squad for his opinion on ICE: Colin McLaren
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the police are onto it
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19%

or response time. There is no doubt ICE is one of the most dangerous

As is often
case,
the
Police are very
the areainofthe
illicit
drugs and alcohol abuse. In recent weeks the upper echelon of
drugs.
It canthe
cause
poor
concentration
and proactive
can lead toinaccidents
workplace.
33%
the Police has come out to highlight the problem with drugs in the business sector; “…we have seen an increase in the number of
ΖWVDHFWVFDQEHFDWDVWURSKLFDQGKDUPIXO0DQ\Ζ&(XVHUVEHFRPHHUUDWLF

drivers detected
heavyIt’svehicles
thatworry
haveinbeen
affected (by
drugs)…” In fact the Police have found 1 in 12 transport drivers
aggressive,
violent driving
or irrational.
the biggest
our community
today.”
(tested) affected by drugs and Integrity Sampling has found 1 in 16 giving similar results. Incidentally, these figures are 20% up from

Integrity Sampling Graph 2: The graph on the right is equally fascinating.

last year. The problem is definitely on the increase!

It indicates by percentages the types of occupations that have been detected

38%
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no single occupation is immune and Management are tested as often as

6%

special
invitation
other
employees.
The greatest worry is those driving forklifts and transport
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drivers as they engage with other road users or employees. Additionally

Good news for management. For those wanting a better understanding
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of the complexities of drugs and alcohol in the workplace, or for those
seeking answers on how to assist their employees in this area, we will
be holding an industry brunch to be held at the St Kilda Town Hall in July
(date to be confirmed) with myself, the Chairman of First Step,
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Management

Supervisors

Administration

Storeperson

Driver

Fork lift drivers

Tim Costello (World Vision) and First Step’s Brian Ambrosius, being

Q: HOW CAN I GET HELP, WITHOUT EVERYONE KNOWING ABOUT MY DRUG PROBLEM?
present to answer any questions you may have.

This will
a not
free,alone.
two hour
session
with has
lightarefreshments
Easy,
yoube
are
If your
workplace
drug & alcoholincluded.
program or referral system, seek out the contact numbers and make an
appointment.
There
are many
compassionate
who are
your call.
I personally
suggest
speak
my 9478
State Manager
In the meantime
should
you need
any furtherorganisations
assistance please
dowaiting
not hesitate
to contact
either
myselfyou
or Livio
onto(03)
3116.
Livio Tomas who can refer you to the appropriate organisation – call him on 1300 SALIVA or 1300 725482. In our next newsletter I will have

We are here to help!

some ground breaking news concerning help for those seeking it.

Michael Wheeldon

infovic@integritysampling.com.au

Managing Director. Integrity Sampling P/L.

1300 SALIVA

Michael Wheeldon.
0418 596 943

